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Emma Chamberlain is  Lancme's  newes t global ambassador, s ignaling a shift in the prioritization of digital and a younger demographic. Image
credit: Lancme

 
By LUXURY DAILY NEWS SERVICE

L'Oreal-owned beauty brand Lancme is assigning popular Gen Z content creator Emma Chamberlain the role of
international brand representative.

The American internet personality is the brand's newest global ambassador, joining stars such as Penlope Cruz,
Lupita Nyong'o, Amanda Seyfried, Kate Winslet and Zendaya in carrying Lancme likeness. The entrepreneurial
YouTuber has been tapped as an advocate of authenticity, bringing modernity, edge and an engaged fan base of
almost 30 million to the brand.

"I am proud to welcome Emma to the Lancme family," said Franoise Lehmann, president of Lancme International,
in a statement.

"Beside achieving so much at such an early age, Emma is adored by a generation for the perspectives that she
shares," Mr. Lehmann said. "We can only appreciate her humor, and the authentic tone used to discuss meaningful
topics."

Modernity is queen
The company is wasting no time in getting to work with the dominant digital force.

Launched Jan. 12, Lancme has rolled out a 4-episode series, starring Ms. Chamberlain and available for viewing on
Lancme's YouTube channel. The talent lends her unique perspective on self-image, skincare and makeup, sharing
her vision of beauty and natural wit therein, according to the brand.

With the series, Lancme adopts a new strategy, designing content with the goal of creating entertaining and
meaningful conversations online.

"I have always had my own notion of beauty and didn't project myself within the beauty industry because of the
duality that I show, mixing comfort, with being nicely put together," Ms. Chamberlain said.
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"Hence why, when Lancme came to me, I felt so honored and excited that the brand understood and appreciated
who I am."

"How do you say beauty in French" marks episode one of Lancme's latest series

Since rising to fame at the age of 16, the Forbes "30 under 30" social media star has positioned herself as a rejecter
of norms on social media.

Ms. Chamberlain's online space is filled with humor and relatable peeks into her real life a rarity in the carefully
curated influencer corner on Instagram. Her enormous influence filters through a following of millions, the
widespread imitation of her narrative video style, now dubbed as "vlogging," further proving her impact.

Lancme is  set to highlight the talents  and humor of its  newes t global ambassador. Image credit: Lancme

Aside from social media, Ms. Chamberlain owns "Chamberlain Coffee," a direct-to-consumer, organic coffee
company established in 2020, which features sustainably sourced and packaged products. Additionally, the newly-
assigned ambassador hosts Spotify's "Anything Goes with Emma Chamberlain" podcast.

Famed for her sense of fashion and authenticity, Lancme is centering the ambassadorship around the latter,
emphasizing the advocate's sense of self-love and genuine self-portrayal.

The series comes as part of Lancme's push toward more immersive content that will reach rising Gen Z consumers
(see story).
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